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Design Size: 72 w x 38 h.
Finished stitching size: 5 1/4 x 2 7/8”.
Stitched on 25 ct. Jobelan using 1 strand DMC Floss #310 (Black).

Finished Corner Bookmark Size: 8 x 4”.
Before sewing, triangle pieces measured 9 1/2 x 4 5/8”.

Directions:
1. Cut triangle pieces: On back side of stitching, using a ruler and pencil, draw a light line 3/4” around your stitching in a triangle shape. Cut on line. Cut 1 black floral print and 2 white solid white lining pieces the same size.
2. On table, lay stitched triangle right side up. Place black floral backing triangle on stitched triangle, right side down. Pin. Sew with a 1/4” seam on 2 short edges, leaving long edge unsewn. Lay aside.
3. Lay 2 white lining pieces right sides together. (Use 1/4” seams). Sew short edges but leave a turning length unsewn between corner and one short side. (See Figure at right). (Do not sew long edge).
4. On table, lay the white lining piece long (raw) edge side up, wrong side to the outside. Place cross stitch piece, long side up, inside the lining piece with WRONG side to the inside. (Right side of stitched piece should be facing lining piece). Trim off any excess dog ears off stitching and ease to fit. Pin.
5. Sew a 1/4” seam around entire top long edge of doubled triangle. Reach into hole left unsewn in #3 and carefully turn piece right side out. Turn raw edges together and machine sew 1/8”. Press carefully with iron and topstitch 1/4” around long edge to flatten.